
 
 

‘TIME FOR YOU TO COME HOME FOR CHRISTMAS’ 
Synopsis 

 
Since the death of her beloved husband Kyle (Sebastian Greaves) two years ago, Katherine (Alison 
Sweeney) has avoided the Virginia hometown that holds so many memories of their lives together.  
But with Christmas just around the corner, she sets aside her misgivings for the sake of her son 
Will (Kiefer O’Reilly), who is eager to return to their traditional holiday destination. 
 
The long train journey passes with surprising ease thanks to their seat-mate, Jack (Lucas Bryant).  
Handsome, affable and considerate, Jack is a self-described frequent traveler who is never 
without his guitar.  Though he reveals little about himself or the reason for his trip, Jack’s facility 
with conversation and card games make him a charming companion for not only Will but for 
Katherine.  She’s even a bit disappointed when she wakes up at the train station in the morning 
to find he has already disembarked. 
 
However, she hardly has time to give her feelings any thought once she and Will are met by her 
parents, Sandra (Michele Scarabelli) and John (Michael Kopsa).  From her childhood home to the 
merrily decorated shops, Katherine sees all the familiar markers of the special Christmases she’s 
always known.  Sandra is churning out dozens upon dozens of holiday treats for devoted 
customers at the family bakery, where Katherine used to spend blissful hours tending the ovens 
and testing out her own ingenious recipes.  And volunteers around town have begun preparations 
the annual Snow Ball, a venerable event benefiting a Christmas fund for local military families. 
 
Still, the passage of time has resulted in some changes.  Katherine’s friend Maggie (Caitlin 
Stryker), who once played in a trio led by Kyle, is now in charge of the Snow Ball.  She has poured 
her energies into the big event and has persuaded the trio’s former drummer to join her onstage 
for a reunion performance.  But with Maggie’s guitarist husband deployed overseas, she placed 
an ad seeking a substitute.  And the person who responded is none other than Jack. 
 
Even as she and Jack develop a connection over the coming days, Katherine remains baffled as 
to why he would travel such a long distance for a single performance, foregoing Christmas with 
his sister and grandmother.  And in fact, there is a deeper reason behind Jack’s journey — a 
personal mission that links him and Katherine in a way they couldn’t have foreseen, but which 
will open the door to love and healing. 
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